UPWARD BOUND
STUDENTS OF THE WEEK/MONTH
June 27 – July 2, 2004

Ashley Poole
Cordell Brice
Tania Jones
Derek Taylor
Portia Carter
Timarah Hodge
Meghan Pettigrew
Jessica Flores
Tianna Jones
Landry Gray
Curtis Vanlandingham

Jo Jo Wright
Brian Crenshaw
Chris Winston
Terrance Banks
James Montano
Wes Sheler
William Graves
Chris Harris
Tim McDaniel
Carolina Rodriguez
UPWARD BOUND
STUDENTS OF THE WEEK
July 5, 2004 – July 9, 2004

Cecilia Allen
Justin Bishop
Shannell Carter
Jimmy De La Torre-Flores
Gabrielle Ellis
Akeem Hatcher
James Montano
Jasmine Murphy
Marcellies Pettiford
Christopher Winston
Roberta Salisbury
Miles Tyson

Bailey Awkard
Cordell Brice
Brian Crenshaw
Sheleigha Early
Devin Gross
Devin Lam
Bryan Morris
Meghan Pettigrew
Ashley Poole
Sarah Wood
Wesley Sheler
Erniiekus Williams
UPWARD BOUND
STUDENTS OF THE WEEK
July 12, 2004 – July 16, 2004

Brittany Anderson  Jeremy Barbour
Melisia Barbour  Lauren Brown
Porsha Carter  Jon Coleman
Jimmy De La Torre-Flores  Kim Duong
Gabrielle Ellis  Devin Gross
Akeem Hatcher  Devin Lam
Tianna Jones  Bryan Morris
Timothy McDaniel  Ashley Poole
Carolina Rodriguez  Alicia Trice
Christopher Winston  Sarah Wood
Josephine Wright
UPWARD BOUND
STUDENTS OF THE WEEK
July 19, 2004 – July 23, 2004

Brittany Anderson
Terrance Banks
James Brice
Amanda Burgos
Sheleigha Early
Gabrielle Ellis
Chelsea Fitzgerald
Hope Gagble
Landry Gray
Nicole Inskeep
Justin Martin

James Montano
Bryan Morris
Carolina Rodriguez
Roberta Salisbury
Wesley Sheler
Alicia Trice
Derrick Taylor
Sherron Wilson
Erniekus Williams
Christopher Winston
Josephine Wright
UPWARD BOUND
STUDENTS OF THE WEEK/MONTH
July 26, 2004 – July 30, 2004

Terrance Banks
Jeremy Barbour
Melisia Barbour
Justin Bishop
Porsha Carter
Brian Crenshaw
Jimmy De La Torre-Flores
Tony Franklin
Trey Graves
Akeem Hatcher
Raquel Hernandez
Tianna Jones

Timothy McDaniel
Patrice Mitchell
Tiffany Monroe
James Montano
Ashley Poole
Carolina Rodriguez
Roberta Salisbury
Derrick Taylor
Alicia Trice
Miles Tyson
Sherron Wilson
Christopher Winston
Sarah Wood
Josephine Wright